Essay

Television is it your friend or Not!

I think that in some way television is Bad for you, when you have some Studying to do for the Next day’s test, but there is a Real good movie on most likely the Television win’s. You always say that I’ll do it after the show, but when the show is over you will either go to sleep or you will stay up studying all Night long.

There are some showes that have been on a long time that I think are good for certain age groyp’s like Seame Street this show I think help’s out a lot of children that arent in school yet, Just like soap’s in the after noon help the old people out through the day and make it a little more pleasant, I dont Believe that if old people did Not have a T.V. or whach the shows they like to whach would make them feel any better or make them any more active during a day’s time.

Some show’s that come on t.v. are very educational for all age group’s.

Commentary

The writer discusses two ideas, each in a separate paragraph, that TV can be “Bad for you” and that some shows can be good for certain age groups. But the main idea of the essay remains unclear. The last sentence suggests an additional point, that TV shows are “educational for all age groups.” The writer does not develop his points with specific examples. He does not refer to the readings. He has not incorporated a single quotation. The essay has many errors.